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Established in 2009 with the Neo-Traveller 
project, Globe-Traveller embarked on a 
journey to share freedom, independence, 
and comfort with individuals seeking 
exceptional travel experiences. On 
February 14, 2012, the Globe-Traveller 
brand was officially born, marking the 
beginning of a remarkable chapter.

Today, our camper vans grace the 
roads throughout Europe, serving as a 
testament to our unwavering dedication. 
While our product lineup continues 
to evolve, our vision and mission 
remain unchanged. We strive to be a 
respected manufacturer of motorhomes, 
consistently surpassing expectations. 
The numerous awards we have received 
validate the recognition of our efforts not 
only among our valued clients but also 
within the industry.

At Globe-Traveller, our commitment to 
enhancing the camper van experience 
remains steadfast. Through innovative 
designs and thoughtful modifications, 
we aim to create exceptional camper 
vans that cater to the needs and desires 
of our discerning customers. With each 
passing day, we continue to redefine the 
boundaries of comfort, convenience, and 
travel freedom. 
 
Join us on our adventure and discover the 
extraordinary possibilities that await you 
on the road.
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NEW model

Introducing our latest masterpiece: the versatile and 
stylish camper van designed to encompass the essence 
of simplicity and refined style. Crafted with meticulous 
attention to detail, this camper caters to both biking 
enthusiasts and adventurers seeking comfort on their 
journeys. The thoughtful layout is tailored for two 
individuals, creating a cozy and intimate space to share 
unforgettable moments together. 

Falcon 2Z Volkswagen Crafter

Embrace Elegance and Adventure! 
Unleash your sporting spirit with our 
sophisticated and sleek camper van! 

The camper van, designed 
for year-round use and 
featuring a dedicated storage 
area for sports equipment 
including bicycles, golf gear, 
snowboards, and skis, as well 
as a compact, eco-friendly 
toilet, gas-free operation and 
double floor ensures usability 
even during winter months.
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This camper van has been designed with you in mind, 
featuring high quality materials for maximum comfort 
and durability. Fully winterised, with a double floor, like 
all our motorhomes, allows you to enjoy adventures in 
any weather.

Falcon 2XS Volkswagen Crafter

Discover a new level of comfort and convenience 
with our contemporary camper van experience.

The Globe-Traveller Falcon 2XS 
comes with an optional inverter 
and is available in a “gas-free” 
version, making it more 
environmentally friendly and 
more compelling for all of you 
who prefer not to have a gas 
installation in the motorhome.

NEW model
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Explorer 2X | 2XS
Setting this series apart is its 
unique feature: a rear bench 
for two has been replaced with 
a functional seating area.
Already available in 2X and 2XS 
options.

Globe-Traveller Explorer Series has been designed 
for maximum two travellers. Like all Voyager and 
Pathfinder models, equipped with a double floor, these
vans are also ready to be used all year round. Vast 
overhead lockers, a wardrobe with hanging space, deep 
drawers, and many other compartments, combined
with a large garage provide a lot of storage space. 
‘Bike’ version is available as an Explorer Z option.

Explorer Series Fiat Ducato  | Peugeot Boxer

Comfortable camper van for maximum 2 travellers

Explorer Z
Available as an optional 
“bike version” which allows 
to carry two bicycles inside 
the garage
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Globe-Traveller Voyagers provide four seats with 3-point 
seat belts. Large and comfortable beds in the rear are 
suitable for two adults. The fold-down upper bed has 
been designed with two kids or teenagers in mind.

With additional roof modification, the Voyager models 
are 3 meters tall. Standard doors of the panel van 
have been replaced with a lightweight composite 
wall, giving additional usable space inside.

Voyager Series Fiat Ducato  | Peugeot Boxer

A unique interior and compelling exterior Voyager X | XS
Placing the bathroom at 
the rear of the vehicle 
allows a natural separation 
of the day area, which can 
be additionally closed off 
by a sliding door.

Voyager Z
Uniquely designed 
washroom, located in the 
middle of the van, offers dry 
and wet zones. A shower 
cabin is separate from the 
rest of the bathroom. 
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Globe-Traveller Pathfinder Series is similar to the Voyager 
Series. These camper vans also have 4 seats and 4 
berths, as well as a modified roof. The standard rear 
panel van door has been left unchanged, providing easy 
access to the garage. Both wings can be opened by 90 or 
180 degrees for easier storage, loading and unloading.

The Pathfinder Z is also available as a ‘bike’ version 
so you can take two bicycles inside the garage.

Pathfinder Series Fiat Ducato  | Peugeot Boxer

A practical motorhome for families

Pathfinder X
Main bedroom 
can be closed off 
by a sliding door.
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Falcon 2XS Falcon 2Z Voyager Z Voyager X Voyager XS Pathfinder Z Pathfinder X Explorer Z Explorer 2X Explorer 2XS

Base Vokswagen Crafter  Fiat Ducato or Peugeot Boxer

Total length [cm] 599 684 636 599 636 636 599

Total width [cm] 204 204 205 205 205

Total height [cm] 293 295 300 300 276

Internal height [cm] 191 / 203 204 210 / 195 210 / 195 195

Weight in the running order ±5% [kg] 2980 3300 3080 3070 3000 3050 3030 2980 2950 2850

Technically permissible weight [kg] 3500 3800 3500 / 3820 3500 / 3820 3500 / 3820

Number of seats 2 4 4 4 2

Number of berths 2 2+2 2+2 2

Rear bed size [cm] 190x125 199x55, 188x65 196x75, 183x75 205x123 200x123 196x75, 190x75 195x123 196x75, 190x75 200x123

Front bed size [cm] – 187x134 187x134 –

Fresh water tank [l] 85 100 100 100 85

Waste water tank [l] 85 85 85 85

Leisure battery 200 Ah Lithium LiFePO4  120 Ah Lithium LiFePO4 120 Ah Lithium LiFePO4 120 Ah Lithium LiFePO4

NEW model NEW model
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Explorer 2XSVoyager XS

Explorer 2XVoyager and Pathfinder X

Explorer ZVoyager and Pathfinder Z

Length 599 cm | French bedLength 599 cm | French bed

Length 636 cm | French bedLength 636 cm | French bed

Length 636 cm | Big double bed or two single bedsLength 636 cm | Big double bed or two single beds
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What makes our 
camper vans special

MODIFIED ROOFS 
AND PULL-DOWN FOLDING BED
As a result of additional roof modification, a 
pull-down folding bed has been fitted inside. 
All Voyager and Pathfinder models with this 
roof adaptation are 3 meters high. In addition, 
the clearance distance between the floor and 
the ceiling is 210 cm in the dinette and 195 
cm in the rear part of the habitation area.

MODIFIED GARAGE DOORS
Standard doors of the panel van have been 
replaced with lightweight composite walls. You 
will find this modification in the Voyager series.

INTERNAL SLIDING DOORS
The Voyager X and XS models, and the Pathfinder 
X model, are equipped with an internal sliding 
door. During the day, when open, they remain 
almost invisible. At night, they close the bedroom, 
separating it from the front of the habitation area.

A 'BIKE' VERSION
A solution appreciated by cycling enthusiasts. 
A ‘bike version’ as an option, available in 
Pathfinder and Explorer Z models and Falcon 2Z 
allows carrying two bicycles inside the garage.

DOUBLE FLOOR
Super high roof panel vans are a base for Voyager, 
Pathfinder, and Explorer series to get truly 
winterised conversions. In the case of the Falcon 
serie we have accomplished this by crafting a 
roof design that enhances the interior height. 
The inclusion of a double floor beneath the entire 
living area, combined with proper insulation, 
enables these RVs to be utilized year-round.
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